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NAMHO 2011
As we rapidly enter the final stages
of preparation for this years event,
bookings are going really well - the
Saturday night dinner is almost full,
as is the “free” Sunday evening
celebration meal to mark the Club’s
50th Anniversary.

Club members who are planning on
coming or being involved with the
conference are being urged to send
in their bookings ASAP to ensure
that they secure a place for the meals.

There is still a need for trip leaders
and helpers at the conference centre,
so please contact Andy Wood or
Steve Holding.. It doesn’t matter if
you can only spare the time to help at
one tea-break, every little helps..

A marquee has been hired for the
weekend to provide additional space
should the weather be “damp”. Help
will be needed with the beer - both
serving and drinking it !

Talk to Friends of IGMT
Ivor Brown is giving a talk “Digging
for Telford (Mining, tunnelling, open-
casting and land reclamation work in
the 1960s-70s)” to the Friends of the
Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust at
the Coalbrookdale Museum, 7.30pm,
on the 15th September 2011.

The date coincides with the 50th
Anniversary of the ‘Official’
founding of the Club (6th Sept. 1961).
Surprises are promised to “mark the
Anniversary” - so put the date in
your diary now.

All are welcome to attend the talk.

Successful Talk at the Gateway Centre
a good insight into underground
exploration in Shropshire.

A display of Club pictures was
mounted in the reception area and
drew a lot of attention. Andy Wood
and other Club members who
attended the event were kept busy
answering questions during the half-
time break as well as before and after
the talks!

Neal Rushton gave a very interesting
talk on behalf of the Club as part of
the “Last of the Winter Talks
Season” at the Gateway Centre in
Shrewsbury at the beginning of
March.

Neal’s talk was the second of the 4
talks that evening (the others being
mountaineering/Long distance
walking talks) and gave the audience

Neal Rushton & Andy Wood by the Club display at the Gateway Centre

Cautionary Tales
While working on the 40 yard level to
prepare a traverse line around the
edge of Chapel shaft,  Andy Harris
was subject to drilling dust blowing
around and into his eyes, plus a
steady stream of yukky water
pouring down the shaft.

Not thinking much of the situation at
the time, it was only a couple of days
later that the consequences of what
had happened began to manifest
themselves. See page 18 for details.

As “Below” goes to press, there are
reports of a serious problem
encountered by members of a British
overseas caving expedition.

Linley Caverns For Sale
Linley Wood at Aldridge,  near
Walsall are currently up for sale. The
flooded limestone mines beneath the
2.6 hectare site, are a popular cave
diving site. If you are interested,
contact the joint owners Ruth and
Jane Meeke, Meeke’s Farm, Pelsall
Lane, Rushall, Walsall, WS4 1NE.

While exploring dry caves, inhabited
by lots of bats several members of
the team seem to have picked up a
serious lung infection.

It is hoped that all the team members
recover.
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News Round-Up 1
Ivor Brown

Gritt Methodist Chapel
This Chapel, which closed in April
2011, seemed to have had a number
of Cornish miners among the
instigators of it’s construction.
Among it’s first trustees was a
Thomas Kneebone, of a Cornish
family (see Below 1996.3, p13 for a
note about them). The records
indicate that the site for the chapel
had to be “near the Engine”,
presumably that of White Gritt mine
(Churchgoers always used the
double ‘t’).

It was opened in 1865, loans were
finally paid off in 1899. The stone
built chapel does have a Cornish look
about it.

The chapel Trustees in 1892 were 7
miners, 4 farmers, 1 grocer, 1
shoemaker and 1 labourer. The
Trustees in 1925 included 2 miners
and a Mine Agent (Thomas Lewis of
Weston Mine). The chapel must
have been full at times, in 1936 they
bought 49 hymn books. In 1922 there
were 54 Sunday School scholars with
10 teachers - they are all named in a
recent book “A History of Gritt

appeared to have been made
from an explosives box. Each
time the cupboard was opened
to remove a hymn book the
words “EXPLOSIVES” and
“DYNAMITE” could be seen.
The study of this wording
indicates that the box is post
1877.

The cupboard is now in the
new “mess” at Snailbeach and
has had the white paint
removed and the door reversed
so the logos can be seen more
easily.

Methodist Church” by Rev
D.B.Jones, telephone: 01743-873795.

In 1991 the membership was 7,
but has been falling ever since,
however they carried on for
another 20 years. Another bit
of mining history will soon be
lost.

There is said to be a “rock
canon” in a wall outside this
chapel for firing after weddings etc.
but this has not been seen recently.
The cupboard beside the pulpit

Above: Composite image of the
Hymn book cupboard door logo.
(Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)

Church Pulverbatch Barytes
In a recent article in the Welsh Mines
Society Newsletter (No.64, Spring
2011) Simon Hughes describes how
he was involved in trenching to test
the barytes in this part of Shropshire
in the early 1990s.

He found the mineral but it was “too
low in optical brightness for the
paper industry, but too good for
drilling mud”. In any case their work
was not looked on kindly by the
locals!

Snailbeach Methodist
Chapel 1876-1976
A copy of the much sought after
booklet of this title by Rev. A.Dent
has now been located. It shows very
clearly the interdependency of chapel
and mine and particularly the
involvement of Henry Dennis (Mine
Manager). In 1889 the 9 Trustees
included 1 mine agent, 3 miners, 1
quarryman, 1 sawyer, and 3 farmers.
More about the mine, quarry, railway
and chapel in a later article.

Celtic Miner (part.2)
In Below 2010.4 it was mentioned that
a Celtic Miner (small excavating
machine) was being used to extend
further the underground workings at
Caphouse Colliery (Museum). The
machine continued to work and has
now completed the job although it
had to be helped to complete the task
by conventional drill and blast
(Yorkshire rock being too hard).

To the original 400 yard of show mine
a further 200 yards have been added
by cleaning out

old roadways by Eimco or excavation
by the Celtic Miner.

Transportation from each machine to
the new conveyor belt from pit
bottom up the drift was done by a
hydraulically powered 2-tonne
capacity rubber tyred truck or
“hopper”. The show mine was open
9am to 5pm daily and was taken over
by the contractors 5pm to 9am
nightly! Some coal was produced,
but not as much as expected due to
the change of method of excavation.

Front end of the
Celtic Miner
showing rotating
cutter arm on
backhoe shovel
loading arm.
(I.J.Brown)

Above: Hymn book cupboard in situ.
 (I.J.Brown)
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Early Shropshire Steam Engine
Ivor Brown

Portley Pit Engine House
A photograph (below) of an old
engine has been located by the
IGMT. The engine is said to have
been at the Portley Pit, Dawley,
which closed in the late 19th Century.

The site has recently been cleared for
construction of a new school (see
Below 2010.2 and 2010.3).

The pit was operated by the
Coalbrookdale Company, mainly for

ironstone, as is indicated by the
engine being surrounded by high
tips of shale. Can anyone describe
the function of all it’s parts?

Early Engine. (IGMT)

Looking closely you’ll see that the engine has a composite wooden beam, but the arch heads (curved ends of the
beam) appear to be made of a metal plates. It’s interesting to compare the engine above with the picture of what is
thought to be Lane Pit, (part of Brick Kiln Leasow Mine) Madeley taken in 1879, see below.

Pictures:
IGMT
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Harley Mill Culverts, February 2011
Kelvin Lake

Following a request to the Club for
someone to explore the culverts
under Harley Mill, Much Wenlock, 4
Club members (Tony Wilson, Peter
Eggleston, Andy Wood, Kelvin
Lake) visited the site on the 12th
February.

After a brief look around, 3 entry
points into the culvert system were
found, one from the bank of the river,
one a collapse into the former mill tail
race and one via a small manhole
onto a stream by-pass culvert.

While Tony and Kelvin explored the
underground features, making a very
rough compass and tape survey,

Andy and Pete provided surface
contact and backup.

The sketch plan gives a
rough idea of direction and

dimensions of the
culverts.

Outfall of the mill tail race and by-pass
culvert on the river bank.
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Recently, whilst trying to make some
sense of the foundations of the
screens of the Billingsley Colliery at
Priors Moor (SO 714835), I came
across the blades of three picks
(Figure 1). Billingsley Colliery was
extensively developed just before the
First World War; unfortunately the
mine was not a success and was
closed in 1921, making around 200
men redundant.

The screens were about half a mile
south of the colliery and were served
by a rope-worked tramway. The
buildings remained standing until a
little after 1937 as the site was used
as a landsale wharf by the Burwarton
Coal and Trading Company, for coal
brought by rail from Kinlet Colliery.

The blades themselves appear to be
typical of the type used underground
by miners. They seem to be examples
of patent picks, as manufactured by
the Hardy Patent Pick Company
amongst others. The blades of these
picks could be easily detached from
the pick shaft and sent to the
blacksmith for sharpening.

Hardy manufactured two types; the
Globe or Universal and the Whitfield
(Figure 2). The Whitfield had a solid

The Billingsley Picks
David Poyner

blade, secured in an iron collar on the
end of the shaft by a wedge. The
Globe had an eye in the middle which
allowed it to be slid over the bottom
of the shaft; it was then forced up to
the other end of the shaft which was
wider and covered with an iron collar.

Two of the picks are of the Whitfield
type and the third is an example of
the Globe design. The Whitfield
blades are 13 inches long and weight
1.25lbs, the Globe is 18 inches long
and weighs just under 3lbs.

A particularly interesting feature is
that all three blades are punched with

the initials of their owners; EDS and
SNH for the Whitfields and HO (or
OH) for the Globe. The men had to
buy their own tools and so it was
important that they could identify
their own pick blades after they had
been sent to the blacksmith for
sharpening, quite possibly at the end
of every shift.

My guess is that the picks were
somehow abandoned by their owners
when Billingsley closed in 1921, but it
is not clear how they ended up at the
screens unless they were somehow
considered useful when the area was
a landsale yard.

Figure 1. The pick blades found at Priors Moor. The initials have been picked out with sawdust to make them
clearer. The scale is a 12 inch rule.

Figure 2. Patent picks; left, the Whitfield, right, the Globe.
From Elementary Coal Mining by George Kerr, 1902, page 26.
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.7
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), Ivor Brown

Woodhouse No.1 and No.2

(Nos. 1, 2, 3 & 4 shafts)

SJ 713 102 (approx.)
Worked coal and ironstone.
The main shafts were probably sunk
in the 1820s (the pit is named on the
1833 OS Map and described as being
900 ft. deep by Prestwich in 1840).

In 1870 the pits were working Double
Coal at 750 ft. depth.

Each pit had one main shaft and a
subsidiary shaft, but pumping and
ventilation seems to have been
shared. The 1891 official survey
shows; No.1 shaft to be 9.5 ft.
diameter and 756 ft. deep, working
Top and Double Coal, no second
shaft is shown.

No.2 shaft is given as 10 ft. diameter
and 849 ft. deep, a second shaft is 8
ft. diameter and also 849 ft. deep, the
pit was working Fungous, New Mine
and Clod Coal. The depths shown in
this survey were working levels not
necessarily the full shaft depth.

A partial shaft section (from about
600 ft. to 930 ft.) is given on a plan by
Doody, dated Jan 1879. The seams
mentioned above are given as
Fungous (about 600 ft. down), Top
(735 ft.), Double (750 ft.), New Mine
(855 ft.) and Clod (909 ft.).

Ventilation
At first, ventilation appears to have
been by furnace, but in 1870 a “fan
pit” was added. A ‘Lloyd fan’ was
installed; designed and built at the
Company Works by the Works own
engineer John Lloyd (see SCMC
Journal No.4, 1996).

The fan was 16 ft. diameter, 5 ft. wide
with 12 curved blades, driven by
direct acting horizontal engine (14”
diameter cylinder, 18” stroke). By
1891 this had been replaced by a
Guibal Fan of 28 ft. diameter and 70
rpm.

In 1871 the Lloyds fan was said to be
experimental but it did produce 10,000
cu feet of air per minute circulating
through the workings. The seam

worked did not produce firedamp but
was prone to spontaneous heating
(in fact a fire had been “smouldering
for some time” when the report was
written). The mine did have a
blackdamp problem.

In 1891 the airways were 5,126 yards
long in No.1 Pit and 4,712 yards long
in No.2 pit.

Winding
In 1870 at the 10 ft. diameter shaft
there was a vertical cylinder (32”
diameter cylinder, 5 ft. stroke) engine,
with “lift rolls” (rolley-post supports)
for flat wire rope. It was working on
30 psi and non-condensing.

The two 2-decked cages ran on
wooden conductors in the shaft and
raised about 200 tons of coal per day.
Each cage carried 2 x 8 cwt. capacity
tubs.

The engine is said to have been
designed by J.Lloyd and built by the
Company. Atkinson said that in 1940,
No.1 Pit engine was a vertical
cylinder type connected by crank to
a rope drum shaft with two flat ropes.
The engine had been rebuilt in the
early 1900s to use higher steam
pressures.

The No.2 Pit engine was a pair of
horizontal cylinders with cranks on a
drum shaft. A serious winding

incident occurred in 1916, trapping 5
badly injured men for over 12 hours.

It is believed that the Woodhouse
Pits produced over 15 million tons of
coal during their life. This is just
feasible bearing in mind it was the
largest colliery ever in the Coalfield,
and this would have produced
150,000 tons per year from the two
pits.

Pumping
Due to the depth of the pits there
must have been an early pump here
but no details are known. It is known
that in 1939 pumping of Woodhouse
water was taking place out of the
nearby closed Lawn Pit by a “100
year old” steam engine (Wellington
Journal, June 30, 1939). A steam
pump was found in a shaft inset in
the 1950s (see later).

The pits had their own electric power
generation unit from 1915 (steam
powered but engine types and
makers not known) and the system
was extended in the 1930s. It is
possible that some pumping was
taking place by this means as there
was electric pumping in use by 1940
and through to the 1960s.

In the 1950s a 13 hp, single stage,
Sumo Submersible Pump raised 250
gallons per minute from 893 ft. depth
to about 860 ft. depth, from where it

Figure 1
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.7
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), continued ...

Figure 2 Woodhouse Colliery surface plan (1927 OS),
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Some Notes on the Mines of the Lilleshall Company, No.7
Pits in the Priorslee Field (Colliery), continued ...

was raised by an electric Pulsometer
Pump of 100 hp, 10 stages to the
surface.

Employment
The two pits must have been a very
large employer of labour during the
mid to late 1800s, when they were
producing both coal and ironstone
(this is endorsed by the major ‘flash-
type’ lakes caused by ground
subsidence in the area).

In 1894, employment had dropped,
with only 223 workers producing coal
alone. However, this began to rise to
374 in 1905, 570 in 1915, reaching a
peak of about 740 in 1932. After this
is gradually fell until closure in 1940.

The most prolific coal seam worked
seems to have been the Double Coal
at 5 ft. 9 in. thick. The 1870 report
says that working was wholly by
longwall both to the rise and the dip
side of the shafts.

To the rise the face was 500 yards
from the pit and 400 yards in breadth
with gate roads 50 yards a apart. The
goaf-side was supported by a system
of wastes and pillars (packs) of 40
yards each alternatively. To the
south or dip side the face was 200
yards from the shaft and 120 yards in
breadth.

The dip was 2 to 3 inches per yard
and there was some trouble from
faulting of 3 ft. to 6 ft.
Haulage along the gate
roads was by 9 horses and 8
ponies, but it is known that
there were 70 horses and
ponies in the 1930s.

The Woodhouse pit was
shut down temporarily in
1940 because of the falling
manpower available caused
by the Second World War.
It never re-opened as a
producing unit as it was
decided to modernise the
two other existing pits at the
end of the War. The pit was,
however, still intact and
considered for re-opening in
1947, if only as a training pit

for the new NCB. Nothing ever came
of this but some operations did
continue at this mine until the 1960s.

Despite the absence of large amounts
of firedamp the pits did have a poor
accident record. Few years passed
without one or more fatalities partly
because of it’s size, the degree of
mechanisation (coal cutting machines
since the 1920s) and the long
haulroads with inclines using pony-
haulage. Falls of coal or rock were
also a common feature.

Woodhouse Pit, like nearly all the
Lilleshall Company pits was worked
under the Chartermaster (or
contractor) system while Granville Pit
in the Company’s Donnington
Colliery was worked directly by the
Company (although even here some
operations like ‘haulage’ were
controlled by contractors). Although
Woodhouse Pit ceased to be worked
by Chartermaster in 1896 many of it’s
payment systems remained different
to that of the Granville. This led to a
major strike in 1916, the Granville men
came out because they felt that they
were being paid less than those at
Woodhouse. Apparently the
Granville men had been paid yardage
for driving tunnels with the faces, but
at a lower amount than Woodhouse
men for tonnage of coal produced.

The management claimed that there
was in fact no difference because the
Woodhouse men were not paid extra
for the ‘yardage’ of the tunnels and
the difference was included in the
price paid for the tonnage of coal
produced. It took several weeks to
resolve this problem.

To be continued in the next issue ...
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THE BRANCH RAILWAY FROM
HADELEY TO MADELEY.

Some time back it was understood that this line
was to terminate at Madeley, instead of, as was
originally intended, at Coalport Bridge. The reason
assigned for stopping short of Coalport was the
very considerable engineering difficulties presented
in the formation of the line down Madeley Lane.
Since then, however, that resolution has been
abandoned, and it is now determined that the
whole of the branch line shall be carried out in its
integrity. The loss of water in the upper canal
leading from Stirchley to Donnington incline is so
great that previous to the late rains the five-ton
boats could convey along this distance only a
freight of one ton. The working of stone pits near
to the canal has caused a serious loss of water ;
indeed it is quite possible that the formation of a
kind of lock—so called—at the spot where the
water escapes may have contributed quite as much
to the depth of water as the recent heavy fall of
rain. One thing, however, is clear, that should the
working of pits be continued, there will be a failure
of water. To remedy this the railway works are
being vigorously pushed on at that part of the line
where the water escapes.

30
th
 October 1858

COALPORT – (SHROPSHIRE)
£  s d

Hard Tops, per ton … …       11  8
Lumps ditto… … … ..        8  4
Flints … … … … …      10  0
Flints, lumps … … …            7  9
Slack, per ton … … …   0   5  0
Iron … … … … …   8   0  0
Propwood … … … …   3   0  0
Gunpowder… … … …  59  0  0
The ton at Coalport is 21cwt.
Oil (lamp), per cwt. … 48s to 53s, 6d.

13
th
 November 1858

FATAL ACCIDENT, WOODHOUSE PITS.
On Friday night, a man named Biddlehill*, employed
in getting coal, met with his death by the firing of
a shot accidentally. It appears that having placed
the powder in the hole, he was reaching up with the
candle, when the train caught fire, and blew the
mass upon him.

24
th
 September 1861

TUCKIES WATER PIT -
PROVIDENTIAL ESCAPE

On Thursday evening, as a man named Thomas
Taylor, in the employ of Mr. Thomas Davis, was
engaged in filling up a pit, formerly worked by a
water engine, at the Tuckies, the ground gave way
upon which he was standing, and he was
precipitated down the shaft. Providentially, in his
descent, he caught hold of a cross-piece of timber,
formerly used to maintain the water pipes in the
shaft, by which he was prevented from falling to
the bottom, a depth of one hundred yards. His
cries for help brought aid to him in his perilous
position, from which happily he was soon
extricated, minus only the shock.

2
nd

 March 1861

CONVICTION OF A COLLIERY OWNER
FOR NEGLECT.

 Informations have been laid by direction of the
Secretary of State against Mr. Bennett, an extensive
colliery proprietor in the district of Wombridge,
Salop. The charge was brought by the Government
Inspector, before the magistrates at Bridgenorth,
for not having a proper indicator, for not having
sufficient communication from the bottom to the
surface of the pits, and for not having his pits
properly fenced.

On going over one of Mr. Bennett’s pits, on
Monday, known as the “Quarry Pit,” the inspector
found that there was no proper steam gauge ; that
the indicator was wanting, showing the position of
the load; that there was not an adequate “ brake”
to the engine. He also found four pits unfenced.
The defendant was fined £10 on the one charge,
and £1 on the other charges.

23
rd
 March 1861

DEATH FROM FIRE-DAMP AT
DAWLEY.

On Friday last an inquest was held at the Church
Wickets, in this place, on the body of William
Jones, aged 18 years, who was killed in the Spout
Pit, belonging to the Old Park Company, by the
explosion of fire-damp. The jury returned a verdict
of “Accidental death.”

13
th
 July 1861

FROM OUR CORESPONDENT AT COALPORT.

What the Papers Said - From the Colliery Guardian
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

      * miner actually thought to be J.Biddulph, aged 55.
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News Round-Up 2

Creswell Crags
Shortlisted

Creswell Crags is one of 11 UK
nominations (which includes Jodrell
Bank, Chatham and Gwynedd's Slate
Industry - see below) for World
Heritage Status.

The Crags are a series of limestone
caves occupied between 50,000 and
10,000 years ago. Bone and flint
artefacts have been excavated from
the caves since Victorian times, but
in 2003 unique rock carvings were
discovered which give a glimpse of
life in Britain during the last Ice Age.

World heritage status recognises
areas, such as Venice and the Great
Barrier Reef, which have global
cultural significance.

A statement from the Department for
Culture, Media and Sport said the
new “tentative list” was being
submitted to UNESCO with the aim of
nominating new sites from 2012.

Gwynedd's Slate
Industry also Listed

Efforts to win World Heritage Site
status for north Wales’ slate industry
have been boosted after it to was put
on the UK shortlist for potential
nominations.

A bid was submitted last year by
supporters who say the industry has
shaped the social, political, economic
and cultural landscape of Wales.

A World Heritage Site is chosen for
its outstanding universal value to
culture, history or science.

The entire process of being selected
for World Heritage status can take
between five and 10 years. The bid
must now move onto a nomination
list where it will be assessed by the
International Council on Monuments
and Sites (ICOMOS) and the World
Conservation Union (IUCN).

If successful, the application is then
judged by the World Heritage
Committee, which meets once a year
to decide which sites will be
inscribed on the World Heritage List.

News reports, March 2011

Shale Gas Drilling
In March and April this year,
engineers drilling for shale gas near
Blackpool carried out the first step in
a process to release gas trapped in a
seam of shale running from Clitheroe
to the coast, by fracturing the rock
thousands of feet below ground.

The process, called fracking, is being
carried out to see if it is viable to
extract gas from shale seams using
this method.

Fracking, involves the hydraulic
fracturing of the ground using high-
pressure liquid containing chemicals
to release the gas, is considered
controversial in the USA, where it is
claimed some water supplies near
such drilling operations have been
contaminated.

BBC News reports

Mine Bosses Deny Charges

Hemerdon Tungsten Re-opening?
processing plant. It hopes to produce
about 3,000 tonnes of tungsten and
tin a year.

Some local residents are opposed to
the mine reopening on their doorstep.

Tungsten, meaning “heavy stone”, is
used in metalworking, construction,
electrical equipment and filament
light bulbs. A deposit of tungsten
was first discovered at Hemerdon in
1867 and mineral working was carried
out between 1919 and 1920 and again
between 1934 and 1944.

This development would effectively
secure a tungsten supply from
outside of China - the booming
economies of China and India have
increased worldwide demand for the
mineral.

Wolf Minerals have moved a step
closer to reopening Hemerdon
Tungsten mine, near Plymouth,
Devon following a very “positive”
feasibility study.

The mine which has been closed for
more than 60 years, is believed to be
one of the largest tungsten resources
in the world and the company said
nearly 500 mining and construction
jobs would be created.

Work on improving access to the site
could begin later this year, with the
first tungsten being processed in late
2013. The Australian company, which
has a 40-year option and lease
agreement at Hemerdon for the
mineral rights and the rights to mine,
now needs to secure £104m
investment to develop the mine and

to pull him out of danger but were
beaten back by the gas. A rescue
team did eventually reach Mr
Steeples, - at “no small risk to
themselves” - but it was too late.

The pit, which is owned and operated
by UK Coal, is one of the last active
deep coal mines in England. The case
continues.

BBC reports, 18 May 2011

Bosses at UK Coal’s Daw Mill
Colliery, near Coventry have denied
breaking safety rules over the death
of Trevor Steeples from Nottingham
in June 2006.

Mr. Steeples (a foreman) was
overcome by methane gas and it is
alleged that “Safety played "second
fiddle" to production”.

Sheffield Crown Court were told that
for weeks before the accident, “shift
after shift, there had been
unacceptably high levels of methane
gas and unacceptably low levels of
oxygen”. Yet despite this, the
affected areas had simply been
fenced off and men continued to
work in other nearby areas at the
mine.

The jury were being asked to decide
whether the managers (Mr John
Alstead, mine manager and Mr Terry
Davison, assistant under-manager
with responsibilities for the district
where the accident happened)  took
“unnecessary risks with the safety of
the miners” in the desire to keep
production flowing. A charge that
both men deny.

Colleagues of Mr. Steeples,
described how they tried for an hour
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Shropshire Mines 100 Years Ago - 1911
Ivor Brown

Under Coal Mines Acts
There were 52 mines at work
employing 2,978 underground (14
boys age 13-14) and 691 males and 36
females on the surface. Shropshire
had produced 815,194 tons coal,
23,000 tons fireclay, 11,414 tons
ironstone, 30,981 tons red clay and
251 tons pyrites. There had been a
slight rise in employment overall, a
slight fall in coal production, but rise
in ironstone and fireclay. The County
was second lowest in terms of
productivity per man. In the 9
Counties, for example, Leicestershire
was 352 tons per man year (the best),
Shropshire was 296 tons, worst was
Somerset at 204 tons.

There was only one coal cutter in use
in the County - it was of electric disc
type (almost certainly at Madeley
Wood Colliery - IJB).

There were 7 single-death accidents
in 1911, four of roof-falls, 1 in shaft, 1
miscellaneous underground and 1 on
the surface. The falls were at Ketley
Grange, Kinlet, Hydraulic and
Freehold. At Woodhouse a labourer
fell off a wagon on the surface when
unloading timber, at Madeley Court
an engineman fell down a shaft and
at Halesfield a “motorman” was
electrocuted underground.

The fatalities were 2.016 per
thousand employed in Shropshire, in
the Black Country 4,042, but in
Leicestershire only 0.603.

In Shropshire there were 2,377 flame
safety lamps in use (but there were
2,978 men underground, so some
must have been using other forms of
lighting e.g. candles). Of the lamps
1790 were of Akroyd & Best
manufacture as against 1,811 lamps
the previous year. The number of
Protector lamps also fell from 404 to
60.

The number of misfired shots
reported were 36 using electric
detonators and 85 using fuses.

An exemption from the need to
provide a connection of specified
dimensions between a pits two
outlets was granted to Little Wenlock
Colliery. This was one of the two
collieries in Shropshire to be
abandoned during the year, the other
was Wombridge Hill.

Two notable incidents occurred
during the year.

1. A fireman (deputy) was injured at
Arscott Colliery when, after finding
an area of “gas” with his safety
lamp, he decided to remove it by
“igniting it with a candle which he
carried in addition to his lamp”.
(see Newspaper report on next
page)

He was fortunate only to be burnt
on his face and arm. It was stated
that no gas had been found in the
mine for some years, this had

probably accumulated because
someone had left a door open. He
was fined 10/- by the Colliery
Manager and dismissed form his
position as fireman.

2. The motorman was killed in what
was probably the first mine
electrical fatality in the County. It
was caused by him coming into
contact with a cable which had
been crushed by roof-weighting.
The electrical staff were severely
reprimanded for not having
changed the cable.

Metalliferous Mines Act
The number of mines reduced this
year from 14 to 12 and the number of
men underground fell from 140 to 97.
There was also a fall from 80 to 65 on
surface. Only one female was
employed.

The decrease had mainly been at
Snailbeach Mine, but there had been
a significant rise at the barytes mines,
Huglith and Gatten.

The mines produced 7,287 tons
barytes, 132 tons lead ore, 953 tons
limestone and 134 tons zinc ore.
There had been a reduction in all
minerals produced except zinc.

There were no fatalities in Shropshire
mines, but it was noted that “the
death rate underground in Cornwall
was 2½ times the corresponding
death rates in British Coal Mines”.

Figure 1
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Quarries Act
67 Quarries gave employment to 647
men inside quarries (no females)
874 men outside the quarry (mineral
preparation, transport etc.), plus 1
female.

There were four persons age 12 to 14
years, working at quarries.

Minerals produced: 40,295 tons Brick
Clay, 449,973 tons igneous rock,
15,057 tons sand and gravel, 173,428
tons limestone and 22,762 tons
sandstone. This was a reduction in
all minerals produced.

There were no fatalities during the
year.

Shropshire Mines 100 Years Ago - 1911
contuned ...

Arscott Colliery, Salop, on Thursday, 19th October, at 5 am.
Barometer 29-55 falling - One injured.  A fireman, when making the
statutory examination of a section of the workings before the
commencement of the miners’ shift, found a small accumulation of
firedamp in a cavity in the roof near the fast side of the last stall of
the district. The cavity was about 4 feet in length and triangular in
section, 11 inches wide and 8 inches in depth at the apex.  In order
to get rid of the gas he ignited it with a candle which he carried in
addition to his safety lamp, and was slightly burned on the face and
arms.  It was stated that no gas had been seen in the pit for some
years and that the accumulation on this occasion was probably due
to a ventilating door having been left open.  The fireman had acted
in this capacity for about six years.  He was immediately dismissed
from this position, and by agreement with the owner, fined in 10s,
a notice to this effect being posted on the pit bank.

Newspaper report of Arscott Incident

An Interesting Horse Gin at Milburgh Tileries
Steve Dewhirst has recently
acquired, from America, an
interesting photograph of
Milburgh Tileries, taken
possibly in the late 1800s.

It’s obviously a posed picture
as everyone is standing to
attention and looking towards
the camera. There are a
number of interesting features
in the picture (see right), from
the mine headframes, to the
kilns and drying sheds.

The most interesting feature is
the horse gin near the bottom
left-hand corner of the picture.

A crude wooden framework, it
appears to have a horizontal
drum with two flat-rope or
chain spools.

Only one of the spools has
any chain on it and it seems to
come off the spool and turn
through 90 degrees before
passing over the sheave-
wheel above the shaft.

The lady standing near the pit
top is wearing a shawl and
cap. There is a very small
wooden tub with a riddle or
sieve resting on it.
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In 2009, a set of articles appeared in
Below about Ridge Hill mine, near
Chirbury. This mine operated from
1919-27 and then again 1930-1.
Typically mines of this period made
extensive use of corrugated iron or
wooden sheds; the mine machinery
was set on concrete bases. The
sheds and the machines have
normally long since gone, leaving
only the bases as a clue as to the
operation.

Trying to interpret these is not easy.
However, the bases of engines often
can be identified as they have a
distinct pattern of holding-down
bolts, often with slots for fly or
pulley wheels.

At Ridge Hill there are two sets of
structures that must have held
engines (Figure 1). Close to the shaft
are two concrete bases (A and B)
which must have supported the
winding engine. This is considered to
have been a steam engine. There is
also another base (F) that appeared
to have held a smaller engine,
probably a Blackstone oil engine.
There are three square or rectangular
bases (I, H and G) that look like the
positions of machines driven by belts
or line-shafting that were powered by
this engine. Opposite the engine
base are a pair of octagonal pillars (J),
of mysterious function.

A very similar set of octagonal pillars
can be found at Clee Burf quarry on
the Brown Clee (Figures 2 and 3, SO
592844). This was a Dhustone quarry
which worked from 1936-8 to produce
roadstone.

As at Ridge Hill, the pillars are close
to what is obviously the base of the
engine that provided power to the
quarry machinery. They are behind
the engine; in front of it are a pair of
bases with holding down bolts that
look to have taken the drive from the
engine to line shafting and then to
other machinery. To the one side of
the engine base is a substantial
concrete reservoir, to the other side
are more bases that seem to have
held machines that took their drive
from the engine. The pillars seem

The Mystery of the Octagonal Pillars
David Poyner

clearly to have been part of the
equipment for the engine, given their
location.

They are in a good state of
preservation. The one pillars is 3’
diameter and 2’9” high, the other is
4’6” diameter and stands 8” high.
The two pillars are held together by a
concrete base and between the two is
rectangular trough. There is no sign
of any holding down bolts
associated with them, but they show
signs of supporting some object
(Figure 3).

The engine at Clee Burf is said to
have been a Crossley diesel. The
engine base shows it to have had
two cylinders which drove a
crankshaft with a central flywheel
(Figure 3); such engines are known
to have been made by Crossley.

Pulley or gear wheels at either end of
the crankshaft could have
transmitted the drive onwards. Diesel
engines are more correctly known as
compression-ignition engines. They
work by compressing air in their
cylinders to such an extent that it
becomes so hot that it will ignite a
charge of fuel oil that is injected into
the top of the cylinder. This then
forces the piston down the cylinder,
providing the power stroke. The

compression-ignition engine does
not need a spark plug to ignite the
fuel, unlike petrol or other light-oil
and gas engines.

However, starting a compression-
ignition engine is not easy. It is
usually not possible to get the
necessary compression in the
cylinder by turning the engine by
hand. Consequently, many large
engines were first started on
compressed air. Once sufficient
momentum had built up, the piston
would be able to compress the air
enough to raise its temperature to
ignite the fuel oil. At this time, the
supply to the cylinder would be
switched from air to oil. Thus the
engines needed both an oil tank and
also a compressed air cylinder.
The octagonal piers seem to be of the
correct dimensions to support two
vertical tanks, with pipes between
them leading to the engine. My
suggestion is that the small pillar
supported a compressed air receiver
whereas the large pillar supported
the fuel tank. This arrangement also
seems as though it would have
worked at Ridge Hill. An alternative
explanation is that the fuel tank was
elsewhere and the second pillar held
a water tank that cooled the cylinders
of the engine. Regardless of their
precise function, my guess is that the

Photograph 1: The intact octagonal pillar of base ‘J’ - 0.8m across faces at
Ridgehill Mine, NGR: SO 2787 9794.                     (Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings)
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Figure 1

The Mystery of the Octagonal Pillars
continued ...
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paired pillars were bases for an
accessory for the internal
combustion engine and not part of
another machine.

Any comments on this article are
welcome; my knowledge of the
internal combustion engine is very
limited!

Further Reading
Ridge Hill Mine, Chirbury, I.J. Brown

M.J. Shaw, K.Lake and P.
Eggleston, Below, 2009:1, 8-14.

A further account of the mine is in
M.J. Shaw, The Lead, Copper and
Barytes Mines of Shropshire
Logaston Press (2009), 176-8.

The history of Clee Burf quarry is
summarised in K. Beddoes and W.
Smith, The Cleobury Mortimer and
Ditton Priors Light Railway, Oxford
Publishing Company, (1982), pg 83.

The Mystery of the Octagonal Pillars
continued ...

Figure 2: General layout of machinery bases at Clee Burf. A, Screens and
possible primary crusher?, B Water tank, C, engine base, D, support for
pulley, E machine bases, F, octagonal piers, G, H machine bases, I, loading
bay, J small bases connected with spoil disposal

Figure 3: Octagonal piers and engine base, Clee Burf. a) Plan and b) elevation of piers. c) Section across piers
and engine base, as indicated by the arrows on Figure 2. d) Plan and e) elevation (as indicated by arrows on d) of
engine base. (i), position of cylinders, (ii), cranks and crankshaft, (iii) flywheel.

Photograph 2: A badly weathered and overgrown
octagonal pillar base at a small processing plant
site (NGR: SO 3372 9604) on the West side of
Pellrhadley hill - near the entrance to a level
driven East towards the Rock and Black Rhadley,
possibly by E.Murgatroyd in the 1920s-30s (more
on this level in the next issue).

Footnote:
Edwin Thorpe has postulated that if you need a
circular concrete base, it is easier to build
octagonal formwork approximating a circle, than it
is to cast a circle.
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The large geological section mural on
Queensway, Oakengates was
mentioned in the last issue of ‘Below’
and it is felt appropriate that a little
more mining and constructional detail
should be given. As stated in that
article it is probably Britain’s largest
such mural and has certainly caused
much interest.

When the writer was employed by
Telford Development Corporation
one of his duties was to prepare
assessments of the stability of the
routes of all proposed highways for
the area, bearing in mind that there
could be over 20 horizons of
underground workings as well as
landslip potential. Included in this
examination was the need to
determine the possible geology by
putting down boreholes up to about
50m deep at intervals of 100m along
their length.

The work was described briefly with
regards to the Greyhound Tunnel
area in ‘Below’ 2006.2, but it should
be noted that the seam names, dip
and faulting could not be accurately
determined because, due to the need
for economy, wider-spaced air-flush
open holing was being used with
only occasional borehole coring. The
aim was to assess the stability not
produce a geological map.

Using the information obtained,
together with shaft strata sections in
the vicinity, details from old mine
plans and surface exposures, allowed
a probable section through the strata
to be made (see figure 1). This formed
the basis for the final assessment.

On Telford “Open Days” these
sections would be put together on a
wall and made an impressive sight.
On one of these days the writer was

Large Geological Section Mural, Queensway, Oakengates
Ivor Brown

questioned about them and was
informed that the Corporation had
ideas to use something like them
elsewhere. This was in the early
1970s and nearly 10 years later he
was informed that a mural was to be
produced using the idea on the walls
of a deep road cutting. Comparing
figure 1 (below) with the pictures of
the mural (see next page) shows that
the mural designer Kenneth Budd
used considerable artistic licence in
the final work!

The road cutting when constructed
found extensive old workings and
some good coal, indeed about 20,000
tonnes were handed over to the NCB
at their depots. It was obvious that a
major retaining wall was going to be
needed as there was much instability
from superficial deposits and old
workings. Temporary slopes of 3:1
for unworked ground and 1:1 for

Figure 1: Plans and Section along the proposed New ‘Eastern Primary’ Road
(Telford Development Corporation, 1972)
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superimposed material had to be
established on both sides.

The main portion of the cutting was
on either side of the Stafford Road
crossing and a length of wall about
330m long rising to 10.4m was used
for the mural.

The wall itself is of concrete 1.5m
thick at the foot and battered at 1:20
with thickness tapering to 1m thick at
the top. Behind the wall on the
original battered unstable face the
coal seams and workings were sealed

Large Geological Section Mural, Queensway, Oakengates
continued ...

Right: Detail of part of the mural, it
does have a 3d quality !

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

Above: View of the mural looking East from theNew Road/Station Road
bridge, Oakengates. Note the scale of the car.

Below: View of the mural looking West from the New
Road/Station Road bridge, Oakengates.

with a layer of concrete. The rear of the wall received two
coats of bitumen waterproofing and a polythene membrane.

The enclosed space was filled with granular material.

The mural itself is made of whole tiles and is intended to
depict seams of coal and other materials, some worked, with
extensive geological faulting. Other walls in the cutting were
of concrete which had been grit-blasted.

The mural and other finishes to the walls were completed in
12 weeks and cost over £100,000 (1981 prices). The main
contractor was R.M. Douglas Construction Ltd.

Reference
E.Madden, “This hill is a work of art” in The Surveyor, 20th
May 1982.
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While bolting around the side of
Chapel shaft on the 40 yard level, in
very wet and windy conditions,
Andy Harris kept getting drilling dust
blown into his eyes, he didn’t think
too much of it at the time.

However, about 3am on Friday
morning he awoke with terrible eye
pain and a very blood shot eye. After
a visit to his opticians he was told to
go straight to A & E at Royal
Shrewsbury Hospital Opthalmics.
Thinking it was just an infection, he
was given a bottle of eye drops.

However, by Monday morning he
had gone blind in the effected eye
and went to the A & E emergency
cornea clinic.

Two small slits about 1mm long that
had been cut by a sharp object were
discovered at the very bottom of his
cornea at the 6 o’clock position.

The consultant thought that it was
possible a protozoa had entered
through these two slits and
multiplied in the anterior chamber
behind the cornea and in front of the
lens.  Because of this the antibiotic
drops were of no use at all - it
probably was not a bacteria infection.

Andy was then injected in the eye
with Chlorhexidine which, if it was a
problem caused by a protozoa, such
as Cryptosporidium, Toxoplasma or a
motile Amoeba, would work.

Over the next few days Andy's vision
came back, by the following Friday
the pain had almost gone, and his
vision was back to about 90%.
Although he still has a slight blurring
at the extreme bottom left of his
vision, possibly caused by the
scarring of the two small slits that
have now healed over.

There is was possiblity that the
protozoa had left spores/cysts
behind, that can lie dormant for a
while.  These would have hatched by
about 10 days post the initial
problem, luckily this hasn’t
happened,

The protozoa the consultant was
thinking about are very common in
the environment. They love wet soil
and decay everywhere.  They are
common all over our skin, especially
when we get dirty doing anything
outside.  Normally they are just killed
off by our own skin pH and skin oils,
and if they get in our eyes or ears
then they are normally just flushed

A Cautionary Tale
As related by Andy Harris

out by our tears.  However, in Andy's
case the two little cuts gave them the
opportunity to get inside his eye
where they caused a bit of havoc for
a while...

Moral of the story
The Moral of the story is - ideally
wear eye protection !

Postscript
Andy has worn contact lenses for
over 30 years - and knows what can
go wrong with them.  Over these
thirty years he thinks his cornea has
become perhaps a little desensitised
to contact and any damage, due to
the amount of times they have been
touched/handled by his finger tips -
putting in and taking out of the
lenses.

So in his case, he feels he was
perhaps a little more tolerant of the
grit that was being blown into his
eyes whilst drilling, than many other
people would be - due to both the
‘protective’ element of the contact
lens actually forming a protective
cover over the cornea, and the
desensitising element of his eyes
being more tolerant to touch.

Chapel Shaft Investigations
As part of the preparations for NAMHO 2011 the various
sites for trips are being checked. This includes visual
inspections, digging, bolting  and “propping” work
where necessary.
One of the big sites for concern is Chapel shaft, with the
proposed winch trip down to the 40 yard level.

On the 19th February a small group rigged a scaffold
headframe (designed and built by Andy Harris and
attached to his Land Rover!) so that the concrete rings
could be examined at the shaft top.

Neal Rushton drew the short straw and made the descent
to study the base of the rings, accompanied by the
MineCam so the rest of the team could see what was
going on from the comfort of the surface.

All that remains is to work out how to rig the headrame for
Paul Thorne’s winch over the NAMHO weekend !

Above: Rigging the headframe.
Left: Neal at the base of the Chapel shaft rings.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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News Round-Up 3
and Books

The Mechanical Methods of Dressing Tin Ore Etc:
Excursion in Cornwall, 1857

from the efforts of the ordinary men
who operated the systems.

Moissenet observed and described
the state of play in the middle of the
century, which saw most of these
improvements. Contrary to a widely-
held, but inaccurate belief, Cornish
mine managers were constantly
trying new methods and improving
on old ones. The idea that they were
universally “old fashioned”,
reactionary and reluctant to change
is a myth which is quickly dispelled
once the evidence is examined.

Moissenet described an industry
which was fundamentally forward
looking and constantly seeking
improvements in both economy and
efficiency. The sheer variety of
systems and processes he found in
the many mines he visited proves the
desire for improvement evident
throughout the industry.

This book is highly recommended
and for all those interested in how
things worked
(review from cornish miners
association newsletter)

Price: £18.99

By Leon Moissenet (mining
engineer), Translated into English
by Tony Clarke , HB,175pp

In 1857, Leon Moissenet, a
distinguished French engineer,
visited Cornwall and examined the
workings of several famous mines,
including the great Dolcoath.

Moissenet was particularly interested
in the way that tin ore was raised,
crushed and dressed. His extremely
careful and intelligent observations
of these processes led to the book he
published in French the following
year.

Tony Clark was a senior mineral
processing technician at Camborne
School of Mines for 25 years. His
translation of this book is a
tremendous achievement, and the
value of it to researchers cannot be
exaggerated. No industry displayed
more ingenuity at the “grass roots”
level, historically, than the Cornish
mining industry.

Every part of the tin ore dressing
process witnessed constant
improvements over the centuries, and
most of these innovations resulted

Whitehaven Mining
Banners to be

Restored
Mining banners, some of them more
than 100 years old, are to be repaired
and put on show in west Cumbria.

It is estimated that it will take an
expert a year of painstaking work to
restore the 16 Miners banners which
are currently housed in Whitehaven
Colliery Mission.

The project will cost £18,000 with
£7,000 donated by the Copeland
Community Fund.

Once restored they will feature in a
series of exhibitions on the area’s
mining history.

Haig Colliery Mining Museum and
Whitehaven library are also involved
in the restoration project.

It is hoped that by restoring the
baaners and having events for local
people to participate in will bring the
community closer together and give a
“real sense of pride and ownership of
their mining heritage.”

BBC News Reports 10th May 2011

Wrexham Mines Rescue Centre Demolition: Neville Dickens fined

the building structurally safe but that
resulted in part of the roof collapsing.

In mitigation, Dickens thought he
was acting within his rights because
he had not been told of Cadw’s
decision to list the centre on the day
workmen moved in.

The local authority had already given
two planning permission for it to be
knocked down!

Dickens has now started work on a
project to restore the centre and had
engaged a leading architect.
Although the historically important
training gallery was the first part of
the building that was demolished.

Labourer Alan Newcombe, was fined

£300 with £200 costs and Ray
Haynes was ordered to pay a £150
fine plus £100 costs.

After the hearing a spokesman for
Wrexham council said: “The council
takes seriously its responsibilities to
protect listed buildings and had no
choice but to seek a prosecution in
this case given the blatant act of
demolition involved.” (a bit ironic
considering they had granted
planning permission, despite a local
campaign to save the building).

The Wreham Mines Rescue Centre
was built in 1913 to train miners in
how to rescue their colleagues in
underground emergencies.

BBC News Reports April 2011

Wrexham businessman, Neville
Dickens, has been fined £2,000 and
ordered to pay £1,700 costs for
partially bulldozing the historic listed
Wrexham Mines Rescue centre on
Maesgwyn Road, Wrexham, without
permission.

Motor dealer Neville Dickens pleaded
guilty to the unauthorised demolition
of the listed building and accepted
full responsibility for what happened.

Hours after labourers Alan
Newcombe and Ray Haynes began
work on the site on 18 August last
year the Welsh heritage organisation
Cadw gave it Grade II listed status.
The two men were told to stop work
by a council official. However, they
returned two days later to try to make
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The Lead, Copper & Barytes Mines of Shropshire
By Michael Shaw, Logaston press.

While SCMC publications have often
carried articles about the various
mines covered by this book, there
has long been a need to try and pull
everything together into a coherent
publication. In this aim Mike Shaw
has been very successful.

He has spent years researching
records and books, talking to
surviving miners, members of their
families, SCMC members and tracking
down original documents and the
sites of numerous mines - many of
which only lasted a year or two!

The first few chapters cover the early
mining history of Shropshire, the
products and processes, before

delving off into the different
mining areas and covering the
mines in more detail, so it will
have general appeal.

There are plenty of interesting
snippets and facts to keep
‘enthusiasts’ engaged. This
excellent publication is a must
for anyone interested in
Shropshire’s mining history.

ISBN: 978-906663-09-4
Softback, 320 pages, over 200
b&w photographs, drawings
and plans.
Price £12.95.

Available from Mike Moore

Don’t Forget - TALK
On the 15th September Ivor Brown
will be giving a talk to the Friends of
the Ironbridge Gorge Museum called
“Digging for Telford (Mining,
tunnelling, opencasting and land
reclamation work in the 1960s-70s)”.

The talk will take place at the
Coalbrookdale Museum (usually in
the Glass classroom) at 7.30pm.

The talk is timed to coincide with the
50th Anniversary of the “Official”
formation of the Club, so Ivor is
promising some surprises.

Friends of the IGMT talks are open to
‘non’ Friends - so why not come
along and support Ivor. All welcome.

Library Additions
Stone Chat, Vol. 31 No.3.
Spring 2011. Contains articles on
the Black Country Museum’s
Newcomen engine, The Company of
Quakers, the Lapworth Museum of
Geology (www.lapwirth.bham.ac.uk),
the closure of Florence Mine
Heritage Centre, plus news items on
gems and minerals.

Subterranea Britannica,
Subterranea, Issue 26: April
2011 - articles on the Pike River Coal
mine accident (NZ), Limestone
tunnels in Fife, Grimebridge Colliery
(Lancashire), a large item about
Drakelow, and exploring Balaklava’s
secret submarine base. Plus Sub Brit
trip report of a tour of West German
bunker sites.

Subterranea Britannica, UK
Site Directory. A list of
underground sites of all kinds of
interest in the UK, Channel Islands
and Isle of Man. It contains a curious
mix of sites, in Shropshire it covers
Bog Visitor Centre, Hawkestone Park
Follies, Ironbridge  Gorge Museum,
the Tar Tunnel, Snailbeach Lead
Mine and Whitehouses Canal
Tunnel.

North Wales Caving Club
Newsletter 317, March 2011.
Reports of Club trips to Mallorca,
Ogof Dulas & Yorkshire Dales

British Mining No 91 - Mines of The West Pennines

Richard Smith and Sam Murphy, Sb,
A5, 216pp, includes many tables and
76 illustrations.

The result of over 15 years research
by the authors it covers the mines of
the West Pennine escarpment from
its northernmost extremity at Tindale
Fell to Mallerstang and Garsdale in
the south. The main subjects are the
lead mines, although some iron and
coal mines are mentioned briefly. The
monograph contains mine plans and

histories of the major mines at Cross
Fell, Silverband, Dun Fell, Knock,
Dufton, Netherhearth, Hardshins,
Birkdale, Murton, Hilton, Long Fell,
Stainmore, Brough, Hartley,
Ravenstonedale and Mallerstang
together with information on smaller
mines and trials.

A separate section deals with the
smelting mills.
Price: £15.00 (this book is free to
NMRS members)

Those Dirty Miners’ - A
History of the Kent Coalfield
By J P Hollingworth, A4, Sb , 96PP

A painstakingly researched history
of this small but fascinating coalfield.
The material covers the period from
the late 19th century to its final
closure and encompasses the colliery
of Shakespeare at Dover, several lost
collieries such as Wingham and the
four productive collieries of
Tilmanstone, Snowdown, Chislet and
Betteshanger. Also contains a fully
illustrated chapter by Tom Heavyside
on Kent’s Last Days of Colliery
Steam.

Full of informative detail and with
many previously unpublished
photographs.
Price: £16.00

Talk, Books and Library
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Books and Videos

HISTORIC MINES OF SPAIN VOL.2

full details available at:
www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORING THE MINES OF SIERRA MINERA AND MAZARRÓN

In April 2008, the Club visited the
Sierra Minera region of Murcia in
Spain to see some of the vast range
of ancient and modern mines which
survive so well in the area. At scores
of sites, flat-rope winders stand
beside intact steel or wooden
headframes over extremely deep open
shafts! The footage in this recording
is a compilation of the many sites
visited, along with location maps and
captions - it has no commentary, but
there is incidental dialogue in
Spanish and English.

Las Matildes mining museum near La
Unión, is where the Fundación Sierra
Minera  preserves and exhibits a wide
variety of mines, buildings and
equipment. Later we visited the
picturesque ruins in the Rambla del
Avenque and at Portman we explored
part of the large elaborate processing
mill Lavadero Roberto.

At La Union, we toured the work
being done to convert Agrupa
Vicenta into a show mine, then
followed the "33 Road" mine track
over the mountain through Roman
mining remains and past
manganese kilns to Portman Bay.
At Corta Emilia we were given
permission to examine a unique
donkey gin.

Cabezo Rajado - the "Riven Hill"
has been mined for hundreds of
years and still has plenty to show:
450m deep shafts, ornate steel
headframes, a flat rope winder, a
large mill containing 40 wooden
flotation cells and a ball mill.
The winder at Mina Ocasión, La
Union, has both its flat ropes still
in good condition.

At El Lirio, levels with wooden pit
props lead to an underground
stables. Other sites visited inlcude:
Corta Brunita opencast, La Parreta,
Lavadero San Ignacio, Jose Maestre
tunel and more ...

Mazarrón west of Cartagena is an
ochre-red zone of rich lead and silver,
mined before the Romans. The hill is
cut by open stopes and dotted with
open shafts; many with headframes
of stone, wood or steel. Under a
wooden building, a steam winder still
has its flat ropes connected to a
wooden headframe.

Running time: 1 hour 42 minutes

Price: £14. 40 (Blu-ray version £18.00)
Discounted price for Club members:
£ 10 (£14 for Blu-ray) - if you collect
e.g. at Club Meetings.

Barytes Mining in Benbulbin
(Sligo) 1859 - 1979 An
Industrial Heritage
By Gerry Foley, A5, sb, 48pp

Sir Henry Gore Booth of Lissadell,
Co. Sligo, became involved in the
mining of Barytes in the 1880's. In
1888 he entered a partnership
agreement with George Tottenham of
Glenade, Co. Leitrim to mine Barytes
on Sir Henry’s lands in Gleniff. The
enterprise was called The Gleniff
Barytes Company. Each day the
workers made their way to the valley
on foot, some travelling long
distances. From the washing shed
they had to trek over the steep scree
and ascend the vertical ladder, 30m,
to reach the mine entrance.

According to local folklore they
laboured by candle light and a day's
work was measured by the "length of
a penny candle". Conditions would
have been damp and dirty. The Book
looks in detail at the mining operation
on Ben Bulbin.
Price:  £9.00 plus postage.

A History of Iron Mining in
Cornwall
By Tony Brooks, SB, 250pp

There were Iron Mines of various
sizes throughout Cornwall, the book
describes the history of 70 workings,
including the Reformed Mine visited
by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert
in 1846 to small operations such as
Wheal Edith where Iron was worked
alongside China Clay. Tony had site
of the WW2 study carried out in the
UK by a Government Geologist,
which provides further glimpses of
the UK industry in the 1940's and has
used some of this information. As
ever anything from Tony is
guaranteed to be of excellent quality
and well researched and this volume
is no exception. This volume is full of
maps, plans and photos both colour
and black and white.

Soft back £11.99 and Hardback
£15.99  plus postage.

Shale Oil - A History of the Industry in the Lothians
By Guthrie Hutton, SB,57pp
The fascinating story, written by the
well respected Mining Historian
Guthrie Hutton, it begins with
visionary chemist from Glasgow,
James Young, and his innovation and
tenacity in developing and refining
the process of extracting useable oil
from the Lothian shale fields. Much

has been written about mining and
Scottish coal but relatively little
about the shale oil industry which
brought whole villages into existence
and transformed an entire area west
of the capital and south of the Firth
of Forth. Includes a series of black
and white photos of the industry.
Price: £7.99

All available via
www.moorebooks.co.uk and of
course from Mike at Club meetings.
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Diary Dates
2011

Club Officers

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  www.shropshirecmc.org.uk

11th - 12th June: Welsh Mines
Society Summer Field Meet, Dylife
and Llanbrynmair.

18th - 22nd July: NSS Convention,
Glenwood Springs, Colorado, USA.

29th July - 1st August: NAMHO
Conference, Preston Montford Field
Study Centre. Plus events in the
following week.

20th - 29th August: Gaping Gill
winch Meet, by Craven P.C.

28th - 29th August: County of Salop
Steam Engine Society Rally - Onslow
Park, Shrewsbury.

6th Sept. 2011: 50th Anniversary of
the Club.

15th Sept.: “Digging for Telford in
the 60s and 70s”, talk by Ivor Brown
to the Friends of the IGMT, 7.30pm
Coalbrookdale.

23rd-25th Sept.: “Hidden Earth”, the
UK’s National Caving Conference
and exhibition. At Monmouth Leisure
Centre, South Wales. See the
website: www.hidden-earth.org.uk
for details.

28th - 31st Oct.: 27th SUICRO
Symposiumm Hotel Doolin, Doolin,
County Clare.

Testing the new “inflatable” stretcher ...

Now we inflate the stretcherwith air ....

94

OK, that’s the casualty packaged ...

Ooops!

Aaaah !

I think we’ve used the

helium from last nights

party!

Conservation, BCA &
NAMHO Rep: Steve Holding

Membership & Insurance:
Mike Davies

Tackle: Andy Harris

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
 Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: David Adams

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair: Tony Wilson

Secretary: Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Marian Boston

Training Officer: Ian Davies


